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New Fun Fold Standout Card using Hello Cupcake Stamp Set  

Supplies: 

♥ Stamp Set:  Hello Cupcake (149714 - photopolymer), Marbled 

Background (143755 - wood, 144772 - clear) 

♥ Ink Pad: Coastal Cabana (147097), Flirty Flamingo (147052), 

Daffodil Delight (147094) 

♥ Cardstock / Paper: Flirty Flamingo (141416), Whisper White 

(100730) 

♥ Tools / Misc: Clear Wink of Stella (141897), Stamping sponges 

(141337), SNAIL (104332), Simply Scored Scoring Tool (122334), 

Clear Block Bundle, save 10% (118491) 
  

 

 

Measurements:  

♥  Flirty Flamingo Cardstock: 5-1/2 x 8-1/2 scored at 4-1/4 & 7-

1/4, 2-7/16 x 3-11/16, 2-5/8 x 3-7/8 

♥  Whisper White Cardstock: 4 x 5-1/4, 2-1/4 x 3-1/2 

  

Instructions:  

1. Stamp Cupcake bottom image using Coastal Cabana Ink on bottom of 2-1/4 x 

3-1/2 Whisper White cardstock, then stamp cake image above it using Daffodil 

Delight ink. Using Flirty Flamingo ink stamp off Cupcake Frosting image on 

scratch paper then stamp a little way above stamped image.   

2. Stamp Cupcake Frosting image on scratch paper (or Post-it note) and trim 

around bottom of image and top left corner. Place over stamped Cupcake image. 

Using Flirty Flamingo ink stamp off Cupcake Frosting image on scratch paper 

then stamp above Cake image & below Frosting image.  Remove scratch paper 

and stamp Sprinkles using Flirty Flamingo ink, stamp bottom of Frosting image 

first, then re-ink stamp and stamp top portion of Frosting image. 

3. Cover stamped Frosting image with scratch paper stamped with frosting again, 

then ink Heart image on stick with Coastal Cabana ink and stamp in top left 

corner of Frosting image. Remove scratch paper. 

4. Using Flirty Flamingo ink (stamped on clear block) and Clear Wink of Stella 

color in the Sprinkles.  When done scribble Wink of Stella on scratch paper until 

it runs clear. 

5. Using Stamping Sponge & Flirty Flamingo ink sponge color around 2-7/16 x 3-

11/16 Flirty Flamingo cardstock. Adhere to 2-5/8 x 3-7/8 Flirty Flamingo 

cardstock. Then adhere stamped Cupcake image to layered cardstock.  Set aside. 

6. Fold 5-1/2 x 8-1/2  Flirty Flamingo cardstock in half at 4-1/4" score line. Stamp 

Marbled background image on front (side with 7-1/4 score line) using Flirty 

Flamingo ink. 

7. From bottom edge of card front measure 1-3/4 and cut to 7-1/4 score line. Then 

tear cardstock from that point towards top center of cardfront. Sponge Flirty 

Flamingo ink onto tore edges.  

8. Adhere 4 x 5-1/4 Whisper White cardstock to inside card base. 

9. Fold 7-1/4 score line up and apply adhesive to back side (un-stamped side) and 

adhere stamped Cupcake image lining bottom edge to bottom of card. 

10. Stamp sentiment using Flirty Flamingo ink in top right corner. 

 
Thank you for creating with me,  


